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Article 9

Coates: Brigham Young and Mormon Indian Policies: The Formative Period, 1

brigham young and mormon indian
policies

the

formative period 1836 1851
lawrence G coates

brigham young has been acclaimed as one of americas greatest colonizers empire builders and religious leaders and there is
no doubt that his achievements left an indelible imprint upon the
pages of western frontier history many of his accomplishments
however need to be seen against a silhouette of his experience
with the native americans his relations with the indians were
more than pious expressions of good will or statements of empty
dreams hopes and visions for the future of the indians they
were also more than simple deeds of kindness or acts of violence
the relations of brigham young with the indians were a blend of
his social relig
tarlan philosophy and practical measures
humanitarian
religious
lou sshu
iou
man i tarian
hu
that he thought necessary for establishing the mormon kingdom
of god on earth
generally guided by his religious ideas that the natives descended from the Lama
nites of mormon scripture and by the philamanites
losophy that it was cheaper to feed the indians than fight them
brigham young used various peaceful means in dealing with
them thinking intimate contact was practical he traded material
goods for the natives fur hides horses and children he also sent
colonists to live among them as a kind of peace corps to help
them alter their way of life and to live in harmony with the
saints he likewise used church and government funds to provide
food clothing and other material goods so that the indians
would become dependent upon the mormon people and not be so
eager to fight
even though he preferred to use peaceful means he anticipated
that conflicts would occur between the saints and the indians so
lawrence G coates is professor of history at ricks college the author expresses his thanks to the
historical department of the church of jesus christ of utter
larrer
larter
latter day saints for a summer grant which
made possible some of the research for this article
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he urged his people to build forts for their protection when the
forts proved inadequate during periods of intense violence he ordered the nauvoo legion to fight the hostile natives finally
when he realized that some indian problems could not be solved
either by military or peaceful means he requested the federal government remove the indians from the great basin to some remote
unsettled region where the slow change of their lifestyle
life style would be
less troublesome
ON THE PLAINS
before the epic mormon exodus from nauvoo in 1846 brigham youngs association with the indians was limited during the
early months of 1835 he served a short mission to the indians of
western new york became aware of the indians who were being
moved from the eastern states to the western lands known as the
indian territory and sympathized with their plight he was in
nauvoo during the 1840s when some sac fox potawatomi and
other indians visited the prophet joseph smith young personally
knew the few indians who joined the mormon faith and moved
to nauvoo to be with the saints 2 during this period brigham
young sealed two indians lewis dana and mary goat under
the new and everlasting covenant for time and all eternity in
the nauvoo temple 3
the first real test of brigham youngs ability to gain and
maintain peaceful and friendly relations with the indians came
during the exodus from nauvoo when he first began his private
indian diplomacy believing it was necessary to establish friendly
contact with the indians prior to the exodus he sent delegations
of mormon elders to the indians in the west to arrange for the
saints to camp on indian land while moving to the great basin
despite the fact that it was illegal for private persons to negotiate
with indians
nevertheless brigham young like joseph smith sent indian
delegates lewis dana george herring and a brother odis
ords
oris as well
otis
as former white missionaries to the indians daniel spencer
charles Shurn
way phineas young and S tindale to make peace
shumway
36 historical department of the church of jesus christ of
diary of brigham young 1832
183236
latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited as church historical department see also
bay saints ed B H roberts 7 vols
chnst
joseph smith jr history of the church offtsus
of jesus chief
chisf of latter day
2 222 hereafter cited as HC
salt lake city deseret news press 1949 2222
5 14 67 6401402
6401 402 and henry king to john chambers
for accounts of these visits see HC 514
14 july 1843 john chambers to T hartley crawford 27 september 1843 and T hartley crawford
1824 81
to john chambers 7 august 1843 in letters received by the office of indian affairs 182481
iowa superintendency 1838
49 microfilm copy located in harold B lee library brigham young
183849
university provo utah
womans
comans
Wo
rial
mans exponent 11 15 may 1883
186 contains an extract from heber C Kim
balls Jour
1885
kimballs
journal
1883186
see also Pho
phoebe
lebe W woodruff to wilford woodruff 4 may 1840 in millennial star I1 august

1840
89 90
18408990
184089
8790
8990
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with the natives 4 these men frequently carried letters or certificates telling the indians of their missionary purpose in the letter
way young certified that these were
shurnway
shumway
sent with spencer and Shurn
men of honor and reputation and that they had a special message
from the great spirit for the indian people reflecting on passages
found in mormon scripture he promised that these good mormon
men would
enlighten your minds with regard to ancient principles taught to
your forefathers by the former prophets when the light of the great
spirit shone forth on all your tribes and his glory shielded you from
we feel extremely anxious that you share in the
error
promised blessing to israel and
we send
you these our beloved
brothers praying the great spirit to aid and bless them and asking
you to grant them your assistance that your people may be enlightened with truth

while making the epic march across iowa into indian country brigham young continued his private indian diplomacy
when he reached a potawatomi village located along a branch of
nishabnatotna river in early june 1846 he held a powwow
the nishabnarotna
with the natives and asked permission to pass through their land
surprised by the indians demand for payment for the grass the
mormon livestock would eat and thinking this request was inspired by mormon enemies he offered instead to give them the
building improvements and bridges the saints planned to construct the indians accepted these terms apparently thinking they
would profit by charging fees to other travelers for using these facili
ties 6
cilities
later in june the pioneers reached the trading point where
brigham young met with several indian chiefs agent robert B
mitchell and trader peter A sarpy to discuss the mormon
exodus 7 meanwhile captain james alien
ailen arrived from the east to
allen
cormons to fight in the recently declared war with
recruit 500 mormons
mexico 8 considering this request an opportunity to prove their
loyalty to the nation and also a chance to raise some money for
crossing the plains young advised the saints to volunteer for service because this loss of manpower made it difficult to cross the
plains in 1846 the mormon leader asked captain ailen
alien
allen for permission to remain on indian land and allen
ailen granted the request
alien
folks giving his approval which he
contingent upon president polks
eventually did 9
42
7 374 379 401 437 and 439
HC 7374
43942
ytis
ITI
senecal and all the tribes through
ITIss to the chiefs and all the honorable men among the senecas
this
which we may pass dated sometime in august 1845 brigham young papers church historical department
part ment

manuscript history of brigham young 8 june 1846 church historical department
ibid 20 june 1846
ibid 28 june 1846
91bid 20 and 26 july I1 and 9 august 1846
ibid
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meanwhile brigham young did not wait for the presidents
authorization but instead talked with several potawatomi chiefs
cormons to settle on their lands at
who gave permission for the mormons
council bluffs iowa during these talks brigham young gave
them gifts and even invited some of them to come over the
mountains and see the saints when they get located and bring his
men to hunt for us and we would make them blankets powder
cloth etc 10 during one conversation young discovered several
indians who had either met joseph smith at nauvoo or had been
visited by mormon elders sent out before the mormon exodus
these early contacts with the indians had created friendships between the natives and the saints most indians were not only kind
to them but on one occasion a potawatomi chief proudly showed
the mormon leader a paper from father joseph smith dated
1843 counseling them not to sell their lands this was depicted
on a map showing the boundaries of the property drawn by W
W phelps and containing two sheets of hieroglyphics from the
book of abraham
when the saints crossed the missouri river into omaha country brigham young followed the same procedures that he had
used with the potawatomies
es hearing the omahas
omahan had recently rePotawatomi
turned to the region from their summer hunt he sent three men
to ask their chiefs to meet him for negotiations the saints wanted to stay on their land for a short time while they migrated
mormons would help the omahas
west in return the cormons
omahan repair their
guns teach their children to read and if they wanted us to pay
for occupancy of their lands we will pay them but they should
theiral
not touch our property and we will not theirs
theirsl 12
theirsl
on 28 august 1846 brigham young and other mormon dignitaries met some eighty omahas
omahan dressed in native costume near the
banks of the missouri river where they began their talk by smoking the peace pipe after this ceremony brigham young stood
and addressed the group saying the saints were being persecuted
consequently they were moving to california but wanted permission to live on omaha lands while making their exodus reaffirming their willingness to aid the indians and to pay for using
their land the mormon leader suggested they sign a treaty to this
effect following youngs proposal big elk addressed the historic
gathering saying that he had no objections to the agreement but
he was not sure how the government would react since the otoes
fotoes
also claimed the land concluding his speech big elk said he had
ibid
ibid
bid
121bid
ibid

i11i
7

july 1846
august 1846
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cormons and hoped the saints
heard favorable reports about the mormons
would live up to this reputation 1513
feeling uneasy about dual claims on the land young visited
the otoes
fotoes who lived along the north bank of the platte river
and discussed the matter with them the otoes
fotoes said they did not
omahan but evading a direct anwant any difficulties with the omahas
swer said they would give their reply after their chief returned 14
apparently feeling satisfied that he would have no serious troubles
fotoes brigham young held another talk with the
with the otoes
omahan
omahas finally after assurances that the saints would use little
wood for their stoves houses fences and other purposes big elk
standing elk and little chief all placed their marks on an agreecormons could have the
ment stating that the mormons
privilege of tarrying upon the land for two years or more or as long
as may suit their convenience
provided that our great father the
president of the united states shall not counsel us ro
to the contrary 15

realizing the saints also needed government approval young
petitioned president polk for permission to make a temporary settlement at winter quarters unlike the request to settle on the
potawatomi lands permission was never granted to settle among
the omahan
omahas instead an involved controversy developed among
government officials indian agents private citizens and the mor
mormons abandoned winter quarters during
mons 16 finally the cormons
the summer of 1848
meanwhile friction had developed between the saints and the
mormons ranged their liveindians at winter quarters when the cormons
stock along the river bottoms and the omahas
omahan began taking two
or three head of cattle per day disturbed by this situation some
of the saints suggested the thieves be shot others insisted they
not trade with the indians repulsed by these suggestions brigham young objected to shooting them instead advising the saints
to form a square so that we could keep them out of our midst
and if they entered the fields and started killing our cattle or
we should whip
stealing our blankets or anything else
them 17
ibid 28 august 1846
ibid 3 september 1846 for a study that shows similar political problems see john C ewers
westintertribal warfare as the precursor of indian white warfare on the northern great plains vestern historical quarterly 6 october 1975
397
597 410
1975397
manuscript history of brigham young 3 september 1846
see the correspondence exchanged between the cormons
mormons and government officials during the
mormon
ormon sojourn on indian lands in letters received by the office of indian affairs st louis superintendency
perin tendency 1824 51 microfilm copy harold B lee library
uanita brooks ed on the mormon frontier the diary of hosea stout 2 vols salt lake city
rjjuanita
206
university of utah press 1964 11206
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thinking big elk like other rulers had power to police the
members of his band brigham young confronted him on the
subject of stealing hearing that the indians had taken some fifty
head of livestock big elk quipped that he thought the saints
were soldiers enough to defend themselves and property and furthermore
ther more that the destruction of his game timber and land
had taken he also
were of more value than the cattle they hadl
said

his young men could not help stealing when our cattle
about
camp his young men
did not like him he told them
called him a liar
his young
river
and cut the timber
tree without leaves or limbs 18

were all
did not like white people and they
we would do them good and they
men felt bad when we crossed the
we left them like the trunk of a

it

was during this confrontation with the omahas
omahan that brigham young began practicing his famous indian policy which he
later summarized in the phrase that it was cheaper to feed the indians than to fight them seeking to avoid open conflict young
cormons
promised big elk some tobacco powder and lead if the mormons
could herd their cattle on the bottoms without molestation ressp
to this gesture big elk said
ponding
he knew the white people were quick tempered his people were
slow he should council them till he went to his grave he came to
settle the difficulty
but he would not ask for powder and lead if
he had means to buy it 19

in a few days as promised brigham young sent big elk a barrel
of powder and one hundred pounds of lead wished him a prosperous buffalo hunt volunteered to get his guns repaired and asked
if he in turn would counsel his men not to kill any more
cattle 20 big elk accepted the gifts and in a few days visited the
mormon leader giving young two horses and saying he could not
chastized for
control his bad young men although they had been chastised
their conduct 21
youngs indian diplomacy did help maintain a degree of
friendship with some of the members of the omaha tribe however but an important factor that especially helped minimize the
mormons and the omahas
conflicts between the cormons
omahan was the delicate
and complicated intertribal conflicts between the omaha indians
and the sioux lowas otoes
Paw nees fortunately the large
fotoes and pawnees
manuscript history of brigham young 24 october 1846
ibid
211211bid
ibid
bid 6 november 1846
1ibid
bibid
ibid 15 november 1846
311
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mormons living in the area gave the omahas
number of cormons
omahan some
protection from their ancient foes 2212 despite this aid some of the
omahan continued to take the saints livestock and property causomahas
ing the pioneers to further distrust the indians
IN THE SALT LAKE VALLEY

brigham young followed many of the same practices he used
cormons settled in the salt
with the omaha indians after the mormons
lake valley while crossing the plains he organized the saints
into large companies and armed them with a variety of weapons
urging them to be vigilant in guarding their livestock and camps
from possible indian attacks he also held several conferences with
23 reaching the great basin
the natives while crossing the plains 25
he deliberately selected the salt lake valley for settlement partly
because two of the more fertile areas the bear and utah lake valleys were prime hunting and fishing grounds for the shoshone
and the utes 24 this decision proved to be a wise one for the
saints had minimal conflict with the natives during the first eighteen months of their settlement
initial contact with the natives began when several utah indians offered the saints two ponies and a buckskin for a rifle and
twenty charges of powder and balls 25 in a few days thirty shomormons and wanted to trade for
shone indians also visited the cormons
guns and ammunition but soon an ancient feud surfaced between
the shoshone and utah indians while bartering with the saints
a utah brave took a horse from the shoshone camp the shoshone braves pursued the utahs toward the mountains a battle
ensued and two ute indians were killed when the shoshone
mormons because
braves returned they were angry with the cormons
they had traded with the utahs 26 claiming the utah indians
had crossed over the boundary line and apparently believing the
1 216 17
see also manuscript history of brigham young 13
1216
december 1846 and january and february 1847
for the organizational pattern see doctrine and covenants section 136 see also manuscript
Clay
rons
claytons
claytonl
tons journal
history of brigham young for the period during the exodus as well as william cjaytons
A daily record of the journey of the original company of mormon pioneers from nauvoo illinois to
the valley of the great salt lake salt lake city deseret news 1921
pp
ap 86 87
24
Brigham young knew a great deal about the indians in the great basin before the mormon
exodus he had studied john C Fr
fremonte
fremonts
emonts report of the exploring expedition to the rocky mountains
in the year 1842 and to the oregon and north california in the years 1843
44 washington
DC
184344
primers 1845 this report gave vivid descriptions of the indians in the salt lake
gales and seaton printers
and utah valleys young talked with several missionaries and mountain men jim bridget
bridger told him
not to settle in the utah valley because of the hostility of the indians for youngs conversations
with the mountain men and others he met crossing the plains see manuscript history of brigham
young and william claytona
tons journal esp pp
Clay
claytons
ap 273 78
2525journal of thomas bullock
27 july 1847 church historical department
journal
26 26william
clay
william craytons
cjaytons
tons
ap 327
330 for an article that illustrates how historians might well
fonf journal pp
327330
clar fons
use the political patterns of the indians within a region to help understand white native relations
see robert F berkhofer jr
the political context of the new indian history pacific historical
review 40 august 197135782
82
1971 357
557
55782
35782
1971357

22

22brooks
brooks

diary

of hosea stout
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saints would serve as a good buffer between them and the utahs
cormons for powder and
these indians offered the land to the mormons
lead brigham young advised his people to keep away from the
indians and not trade guns powder balls and lead with them
for they will shoot down our cattle he continued by charging
that the indians had stolen
guns yesterday and had them under their blankets and if you dont
attend to this you are heating a kettle of boiling water to scald your
own feet if you listen to counsel you will let them alone and let
them eat the crickets theres plenty of them

remembering the intertribal conflicts between the omaha and
otoe indians over the ownership of land at winter quarters
brigham said
Shosh onies offered to sell the land and we were to
understand the shoshonies
buy it of them the utahs would want pay for the land too the
land belongs to our father in heaven and we calculate to plow and
plant it and no man will have power to sell his inheritance for he
cannot remove it it belongs to the lord 27
I1

2

within a few weeks while brigham young had returned to
winter quarters the salt lake stake high council implemented
his policies believing uncontrolled trade with the indians would
result in private disputes with the natives the high council auzed only certain men to exchange goods with the indians 28
thorized
thori
some of the saints disobeyed the policy one person who violated
the rule was brought before the high council and accused of
sowing dissatisfaction among the indians he was reprimanded and
and get his
required to take the pony back to the indians
things within two days 29 the high council also tried to protect
the colony from indian depredations by herding livestock guarding the settlement and supervising the construction of homes arranging them so they would give the saints protection from in30
dians and the elements 50
during these early months of settlement the saints were surprised to discover the extensive indian slave trade the most powerful utah indian bands acquired indian women and children from
weaker bands by stealing trading and waging war these hostages
were exchanged for horses saddles bridles guns ammunition and
anything else that was scarce in the utah indian economy some
indian bands traveled to california new mexico and mexico to
exchange their goods while others waited for traders from the
gay
awilliam clayron
2william
clayton
william
tons journal pp
ap 327
30 335
aur rons
527
aar
32730
52730
2

see the salt lake
uke stake high council minutes church historical department
ibid 4 11 24 october 1847
ibid
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southwest to come to utah to make the trade 5131with
with the arrival
of the saints many indians saw a market close to home
mormons were reluctant to exchange goods for
at first the cormons
indian women and children but the saints soon learned the necessity of engaging in this trade in the fall of 1847 batiste walk
aras son brought a sixteen year old boy and an eighteen year old
girl to the mormon fort and offered them for sale claiming he
had taken the hostages from a band in beaver valley batiste told
the settlers that if they did not buy them he would kill them
not believing him the saints refused the purchase to their surprise and horror batiste took the prisoners to his camp killed the
boy and returned to the fort to offer the girl for sale deeply
moved by the situation and fearing indian hostilities for refusing
son in law traded a
to trade charles decker brigham youngs soninlaw
gun to batiste for the girl 32 soon the girl became a regular member of brigham youngs family was given the name of sally and
mormons
was reared as one of brigham youngs children other cormons
also purchased indian children during this early period 33
meanwhile the indians occasionally took a few head of livestock despite the saints efforts to protect their property responding to this situation the high council built a pen for stray animals and urged the pioneers to be more vigilant in caring for
their stock early in march 1848 they sent a detachment of forty
four men with the marshal who was given discretionary powers
to bring about a settlement with the indians who had taken their
stock when this military force confronted a band of indians on
the east side of utah lake a band who had taken seventeen head
of cattle and one horse the chief probably little chief made a
settlement by giving a gun for compensation he had the guilty
men whipped and they all promised to do better 34
unfortunately this peace with these indians did not last deWal kara who
walkara
spite friendly relations with other bands including walkama
came to the salt lake valley in august and traded horses and
mules to the saints in the fall and spring of 1848 1849 a few
angry natives rejected little chiefs advice that members of his
william J snow utah indians and spanish slave trade utah historical quarterly 12 july
soute
slave trade in the southwest
south west
staie
1929 66 73 L R bailey indian staze
veff los angeles westemlore press
veit
192966
Esc alance an early history of the yuta indians and
1966
pp
ap 139 73 S lyman tyler before escalante
the area north of mexico phd diss university of utah 1951 and leland H creer spanish
new
renew 24 july
NW mexico historical review
american slave trade in the great basin 1800
1853
18001853
1949171 83
12tcstimony
testimony on indian slavery by brigham young 11 january 1852 brigham young indian su
penntendency
perintendency
Hisroncal department
penn tendency papers church historical
perin
solomon F kimball our pioneer boys improvement era 11 august 1908
755 kimball
735
1908755
1908735
balls diary church historical department
kimballs
quotes mary ellen Kim
14
2 332
brooks the diary of
hosea stout 2332
552 40
532
ofhosea
2532
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band should not steal mormon livestock they made a hunting
expedition into the salt lake valley to take some of the saints
livestock and returned to provo canyon at the same time other
reports later proved false circulated that many horses had also
been taken from brigham youngs herd meanwhile oliver huntington reported to brigham young that little chief was angry
with blue shirt and roman nose and their followers because they
had rejected his counsel and stolen mormon cattle reportedly he
said
if the big captain does not kill them 1I will but it will look better
for you to kill your own enemies if they are not killed now they
will soon get more men to stealing cattle and then you will come
chidden 35
up and kill me my men women and chidren

lengthy consultation young decided that a display of
military power would put a final end to their depredations in the
36 so in early march
future 56
john C scott led some thirty five
men to search for hostiles
ho stiles after looking unsuccessfully the extion met little chief who volunteered his sons to guide scott
pedi
pedition
to blue shirts camp traveling at night to avoid detection they
crept up battle creek canyon and surrounded three lodges of
sleeping indians the indian guides and D B huntington requested that the indians surrender and pay for the stock they had
taken but after repeated requests the indians not only refused to
discuss the matter but demanded that the whites leave they final37
ly gave a war hoop and fired three guns 57
captain scott ordered
his men to return fire and within two hours all the indian warriors were killed except a sixteen year old boy after rounding up
the indian women and children little chief urged the saints to
kill the boy to prevent him from taking revenge but they rejected
his advice instead they took him and many of the other refugees
to the salt lake valley where the saints fed them until they were
38
resettled among their relatives 58
there is no doubt that this unfortunate episode generated hosmormons and little chiefs group among
feedings toward the cormons
tile feeings
certain bands in utah valley new troubles started when the sixteen year old indian refugee joined wanships
Wan
ships and Go
ships bands
warships
goships
gossips

after

a

diary of oliver boardman huntington 1842
1900 volume 1 page 53 utah state historical
18421900
cormons and the indians as well as the imratribal
intratribal
society much of the politics between the mormons
imra
intra tribal feuds
can be seen in the way that calvin martin conceptualizes white indian relations in his article eth
western historical quarterly 9 january
no history A better way to write indian history
56
1978 41
197841
4156
19784156
1 55
diary of oliver boardman huntington 155
quotation comes from brooks diary of hosea
stout 22344
344
544
2544
2 346
brooks dia
stout gives a very detailed description of this campaign
546 srout
ry of hosea stout 2346
diary
from pages 344
347
344347
38 38manuscript history of
brigham young 27 february 1849
manuscript
3
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and persuaded them to seek revenge by attacking little chiefs
band killing one of his sons and stealing some of his livestock
cormons
and horses expecting assistance little chief told the mormons
that if they were his friends they should prove it by helping him
get his horses back 39 in a few days the request was honored 40
furthermore when the saints entered the utah valley to make
their first settlement along the provo river in march 1849 a band
of utahs led by angatawata
Anga tawata stopped them along the trail before
they reached the river and refused to let them pass until they
promised not to drive them from their lodges or interfere with
their traditional way of life 41 apparently agreements were reached
that permitted the saints to settle along the provo
during this period brigham young also heard reports from
warpath old elk a chief in
warpath
jim bridger that indians were on the karpath
the utah valley who frequently troubled the saints was urging all
indian bands to join him in an attack on the mormon settlements 42 louis vasquez bridgers partner reported that barney
cormons had been trading with bannocks
Ban nocks
ward and two other mormons
and subsequently two of these indians were murdered vasquez recormons and talked of comported that the indians blamed the mormons
ing to the valley to war upon the saints brigham young discounted these reports as rumors and charged that bridger and
other mountaineers were the real cause of the indians being in1143
43
censed 1145
seeking to avoid an indian uprising brigham young took several defensive steps first he reorganized the nauvoo legion
which had been disbanded just before the nauvoo exodus by calling every able bodied man between the ages of fourteen and seven
ty five into service 44 second he advised local authorities at provo
to finish their fort quickly and stay near the settlement he also
told them to place a cannon on top of the fort to gather large
numbers of small stones to use for grapeshot and to keep a vigilant guard both day and night additionally they were not to give
presents to the indians however if the indians eventually proved
to be friendly the saints were counseled to teach them to raise
grain 45 third young restricted authorization to trade with the
5lbid
ibid

12

sisreen
oid boy pined
joined Wan
ships band
april 1849 hosea stout reports that the sixreen
wanships
sixteen year old
warships

and was killed in this battle
ibid 7 may 1849
ulbia
ulbid
orson
410rson F whitney history of utah 4 vols
1892 p 399

salt lake city george Q cannon and sons

manuscript history of brigham young 17 april 1849 church historical department
431
411
431bid
ibid
bid 12 may 1849
4413
4413rooks
2 351
brooks diary of hosea stout 2351
551 he said john taylor and brigham young spoke on sunrooks
day 22 april and said the next saturday was to be set apart in the after
afternoon
noon to organize the
nauvoo legion as the indians were acting suspiciously
45 45manuscript
manuscript history of brigham young 18 april 1849
42
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indians in the utah valley to alexander williams and D B
huntington 46 fourth he tried to counteract the undesirable influence he thought the mountain men had among the indians by
sending his own men to establish friendly relations with the shoshone and utah indians for this purpose thomas L smith was
sent to visit the indians near bear lake to establish friendship
with these natives and if possible to negotiate the return of some
walkaraj
chidren who belonged to chief walkaras
Wal karas band 47 at
women and chidden
the same time D B huntington was sent to make friends with
walkama
Wal kara
walkara
A MORMON PEACE CORPS
evidently youngs strategy paid some dividends for in june of
walkara and his men met with mormon leaders after all
1849 walkama
walkama declared his friendship
parties had smoked the peace pipe walkara
cormons and asked the
ures and the mormons
with the snakes timpany utes
saints to settle on his land brigham young promised that if the
chief would send him some guides in six moons we will send a
walkama that the mor
company to your place trying to assure walkara
mons were seeking peaceful relations he continued we have an
understanding with goship
godship and wanship
manship indians of the salt
lake valley about this place we want to be friends with you 48

walkaraj
seeking to make a mormon settlement on walkaras
Wal karas land attractive to the chief young revealed his plan for helping the indians adjust to mormon colonization he promised to build walk
ara a house and to teach his people to build homes to raise
livestock to make blankets and to read the book of mormon so
they might know about their forefathers 49 he also promised to
trade them ammunition to hunt with likewise seeking to impress
walkama gestured as he said
brigham young with his friendliness walkara
beyond the mountain plenty of streams from salt springs over a
mountain lots of timber the next sleep good land plenty of timber and grass all my land clear the timpany utes killed my father
four years ago 1I hate to have you stay on this land if you come
unto my land my people shall not steal your cattle nor whip them
1I want the mormon children to be with mine I1 hate you to be on
mormons had
such poor land when patsoeuett heard that the cormons
killed his brother he had told the indians to stop killing he is not
mad but glad it is not good to fight it makes women and children cry but let women and children play together I1 told the
picdes
pledes
pildes a great while ago to stop fighting and stealing but they
51
have no ears 50
0lbid
ibid

19 and 27 may 1849

ibid 26 may 1849 see youngs letter of instructions young to thomas smith
brigham young papers box 12 folder 13 church historical department
ibid 14 june 1849
ibid
ibid
7

14 may 1849
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in reply young said he wanted the saints to settle among them
cormons would be peaceand he tried to assure walkama
walkara that the mormons
ful the mormon leader said 1 I dont want to kill another indian but they speaking of the indians killed at battle creek
dared us to do it 51 the men brigham young sent to explore
walkaraj
Wal
karas country soon returned with a favorable report late in
walkaras
the fall of 1849 he sent 225 young people to plant a colony in
the san pitch valley some 134 miles south and east of the original salt lake settlement 52
unlike the first settlement in the salt lake valley manti the
first colony in the san pitch valley was essentially a mission to
cultivate peace with the indians and to help them change their
life style from a hunting food gathering one to an agriculturally
lifestyle
based one believing that mormon colonization would eventually
reduce the indians supply of game once these local indians were
convinced to change their way of life they were to be enlisted as
missionaries not only to declare to other indians that the mor
mons were their friends but also to tell them their lives would be
enriched if they would adopt the mormons
cormons
Mor mons agricultural way of
life in a real sense manti was intended to be a mormon peace
karas band and the surrounding indians
Wal
corps for chief walkaraj
walkaras
mantl colony are clearly revealed
mand
these extensive plans for the manti
in the correspondence between isaac morley president of the colo13 soon after settlement
ny and brigham young 55
morley used an
analogy to state the purposes of their mission by saying

we

feel confident that no mission to the scattered sons of joseph
was ever attended with brighter prospects of doing good than the
one in which we are engaged
they are like a stone from the

quarry which needs polishing to become useful and we believe
there are some here that may be made with watchful care to shine
as bright gems in the temple of the lord yes stars that may spread
their twinkling light to the distant tribes

As an example of the fulfillment of his dreams morley declared
walkama asked to be ordained so he could spread the gospel
that walkara
to others during his next trading expedition again reflecting on
the purposes of the colony morley said

did
world

we come here to enrich ourselves in the things of this
no we were sent to enrich the natives and comfort the

abid
ibid
fliton R hunter brigham young the colonizer
mllton
milton
lilton

122

salt lake city deseret book 1940

pp
ap

244 45

Morleys letter to brigham young
for morleys
morless

see those dated 20 february

march 13 17 and 21
april 1850 found in box 20 folder 14 brigham young papers church historical department
some of youngs letters to morley appear in the manuscript history of brigham young under the
dates from november 1850 through 1851 other letters are
arc scattered throughout his outgoing corre
spondence
spon dence for the period
15
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hearts of the long oppressed let us try the experiment and if we
fail to accomplish the object then say boys come away 54

cormons tried to make their misduring the first winter the mormons
sion to the indians succeed arriving late in november 1849 the
settlers spent much of their energy trying to survive the winter by
pitching tents or building small log cabins lean tos and other
types of makeshift living quarters 55 since the winter was an unusually hard one both the whites and indians suffered from heavy
snows and cold weather added to these troubles was an epidemic
of measles which caused deaths among both peoples 56 soon there
was a shortage of medication food clothing and livestock feed
cormons and the indians cooperated with
fortunately the mormons
each other during these hard times and formed strong bonds of
friendship while the snow was deep the livestock found it nearly
impossible to find sufficient feed many cattle died and these animals were given to the indians who found it difficult to find
enough game in addition some saints shared their meager food
supplies with the indians 57 some indians however disobeyed
walkama
walkara and arrapeens promise that the indians would not kill
the settlers livestock the violators of this pledge to the saints
walkama or his brother
surprise and amazement were shot by walkara
walkaraj
Wal karas leadsuch action gave the local saints confidence in walkaras
ership and gave them hope that both sides could police their own
and thereby maintain peace 58 during the measles epidemic the
white settlers gave medication to their indian friends and fortuwalkama
kara arrapeen
Arra peen and san pitch
Wal
nately many of them recovered walkara
cormons had not shared
all reported they believed that if the mormons
chidden would have
their medicine with them many more of their chidren
died 59 just before christmas a wagon train was sent to salt lake
for additional supplies but on its return trip the oxen were
unable to pull the wagons through the deep snow however the
mormons
cormons and the indians cooperated in salvaging the needed food
and clothing on hand drawn sleds 60
THE INDIANS AND THE PROVO COLONY

meanwhile the relationship of the provo colony and the indians of utah valley was a very different story even though
young had fully expected the provo saints to establish friendly re

on

orley to young 17 april 1850 brigham young papers box 20 folder 14
morley
50
ap 244
hunter brigham young pp
24450
morley to young 15 march 1850 brigham young papers box 20 folder 14
morley to young 20 february 15 march 13 17 and 21 april 1850
morley to young 17 april 1850
morley to young 15 march 1850
journal history 15 march 1850 and 20 february 1850 contains letters from morley to young
12 april 1850 young sent a general epistle to the saints church historical department
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lations with the indians as at manti from the beginning the indians irritated the pioneers by stealing their livestock As a result
the provo saints nearly resorted to shooting indians especially after some natives had shot at nolan thomas and james ivie had
killed several cattle and had stolen some corn 61 but open warfare
was avoided when a peace conference was held from the saints
point if view the indians had failed to keep their promises during
the winter because they still persisted in stealing and were very
saucy annoying and provoking threatening to kill the men and
take their women 62
hearing of these complaints brigham young sought a practical solution by warning the colony at provo to guard their property secure their women and children inside the fort and keep
63 if we are going
the indians outside 65
to have dominion over
them so that they might share in the blessings of god young declared you cannot treat them as equals and still expect to raise
them up to you
much of the current problem he said was
caused by the saints being
too familiar with them for the brethren have spent too much time
smoking and chattering with them instead of teaching them to labor such a course had encouraged them in idleness and ignorance
the effects of which we now feel

not

abandoning his plans for having provo establish friendly relations with the indians president young frankly told them you
a steady and upright and premust rid yourselves of these evils
serving course may yet restore or gain the confidence of the in64
dians and you will be safe 1164
mormons ignored youngs advice early
evidently some provo cormons
in january 1850 richard A ivie john R stoddard and jerome
zabriskie met an indian named old bishop accused him of wearing a stolen shirt and proceeded to take it from him but he
drew his bow and stoddard retaliated by shooting him in the
head fearing the indians revenge they dragged his body to the
provo river filled it with rocks and sank it near box elder island the indians soon discovered the murder and demanded the
criminals when the saints failed to turn the guilty men over to
the indians the natives took revenge by stealing more livestock
driving their horses through the crops and threatening to drive
mormons from the valley angered by this retaliation the setthe cormons
tlers were likewise harsh in their treatment of the indians during
isaac higbee to brigham young
611saac

15

october 1849 manuscript history of brigham young

611bid
ibid

young
63young to higbee

obid
ibid

13

october 1849 manuscript history of brigham young

6
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this tense period old elk who had long been known for his hacormons
tred of the mormons
Mormons came to the fort with the measles and asked
for medication instead of helping him alexander williams took
him by the nap of the neck and kicked him out 116565
subsequently alexander williams reported to brigham young
that the utah indians had intensified their stealing of the livestock and were threatening to wage war on the settlement but he
didnt tell young about the immediate cause of the troubles the
death of old bishop under these circumstances young repeated
his previous counsel and said furthermore there was no necessity
for killing indians if the brethren acted wisely in their intercourse with them and warned the brethren that if they killed indians for stealing they would have to answer for it reemphasizing this point young asked
why should men have a disposition to kill a destitute naked indian
who may steal a shirt or a horse and thinks it no harm when they
never think of meting out a like retribution to a white man who
steals although he has been taught better from infancy66
infancy 66

satisfied with youngs reply isaac higbee leader of the
provo colony presented his case against the indians saying they
and were very saucy and
had stolen 50 or 60 livestock
threatened to kill more cattle and get other indians to join them
and help them kill the settlers in the valley higbee also claimed
the indians wanted to fight and called the settlers cowards because they would not fight finally he declared all the brethren
in the utah fort were agreed in asking the privilege of making
war upon the indians and defending themselves despite this last
claim all the settlers did not agree that fighting the indians was
necessary a fact which was unknown to brigham young 67
thinking survival of the provo settlement was at stake young
consulted captain howard Sr
stansbury
ansbury who had been conducting a
geological survey in utah valley during the summer for the federal government while there Sr
stansbury
ansbury had had trouble with the
same indians and declared that in his opinion it was absolutely
necessary for self preservation to fight them since it would be imSr
offered
possible to call federal troops from fort hall stansbury
ansbury
young arms ammunition and men to serve without com

not

statement made by james bean 21 june 1854 inserted in manuscript history of brigham
young january 1850
66ibid
ibid I1 january 1850
vaccounts
VAc
accounts
Hig bees plea can be found in the manuscript history of brigham young for 31
counts of higbees
january 1850 and in the brigham young collection microfilm reel 80 which is a copy of brighistorical
Hist oncal department
ham young papers from box 47 folder 6 church histoncal
61 61statement
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sadon
tion since they are being paid by the government anyway 69
pensation
pen
pensa
pensadon
sensation
after receiving this advice and offer of aid brigham young
whose very nature was opposed to the shedding of blood directed
daniel wells to order the nauvoo legion to subdue the hostile
indians in the utah valley legion leaders were ordered to stop
the depredations and if necessary to exterminate those who do
not separate themselves from their hostile clans and sue for peace
furthermore legion leaders were cautioned to exercise every
principle of humanity comparable with the laws of war and see
that no violence is permitted to women and children unless the
same shall demand it 70
after traveling to fort utah the expedition discovered that the
indians had fortified themselves by using one of the abandoned
log cabins and by dispersing themselves among the timber behind
an embankment and in the snow and underbrush near the river 71
on 8 february the legion surrounded these natives but were
unable to defeat them though several indians were either killed or
wounded after the first days battle the legion leaders were
unable to determine whether indians from spanish fork and those
ho stiles because addito the south of the lake had joined the hostiles
tional livestock was taken during the night
night 72 to avoid further
losses fifteen men were dispatched to protect the livestock the
edition
an Ep
howard stansbury
expedition
ansbury
Sr

great salt lake of utah including a desscription of its geography natural history and minerals and an analysis of its waters with an autcription
hentic account of the mormon settlement london and philadelphia sampson and lippincott co
1852
reported that
pp
ap 148 50 drawings of old elk appear between pages 150 151 stansbury
ansbury
Sr
his parry left lake utah for winter quarters in salt lake city the indians became more
after the hisl
fisl
insolent boasting of what they had done driving off the stock of the inhabitants in the southern
settlements resisting all attempts to recover them and finally firing upon the people themselves as
they issued from their little stockade to attend to their ordinary occupations under these circum
circumstances the settlers in the utah valley applied to the supreme government at salt lake city for
counsel as to the proper course of action the president bangham
brigham
bngham young was at first extremely averse to the adoption of harsh measures but
bur after several conciliatory overtures had been resorted to
valn
in vain
vlin he very properly determined to put a stop by force to further aggressions which if not re
sisced
bisted could only end in the total destruction of the colony before coming to this dechison
sisted
decison
de
cison the au
thoritics
thonnes
thennes called upon me to consult as to the policy of the measures and ro
to request the expression
of my opinion as ro
rake of it
states might be expected to take
to what the government of the united stares
stansbury to young 4 february 1850 bangham
brigham
bngham young papers microfilm reel 44 box 20
folder 16
special order no 1 issued by daniel H wells to john C scott 31 january 1850 utah territory military nauvoo legion correspondence 1849 to 1863 microfilmed by the utah state archives
cited hereafter as legion correspondence for brigham youngs feelings about bloodshed and vio
violence see ronald W walker and ronald K esplin brigham himself an autobiographical recol
ollection
journal of mormon history 4 197719
1977 19 34 relying on the journal of discourses JD
these authors say young described himself as praying fervently that he would never be brought
I1 wish to save my life he
inro circumstances to be obliged to shed human blood UP
into
11 128
JD 11128
insisted and have no desire to destroy life if I1 had my wish 1I should entirely stop the shedding of
human blood the people abroad do not generally understand this
10 108
loiou
JD loio8
sources for the derails
details of the campaign are from the legion correspondence the manuscript
history of brigham young and the diary of hosea stout
gcorge
george W howland an officer from stansburyy
sransburys
Stans
stansburys
burys expedition wrote to wells about the details
jgeorge
sec howland to wells 8 february 1850 legion correspond
of the first few days of the campaign see
to

the valley of the

1

ence
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cannon was mounted on wheels orders were issued not to take
any hostile indians prisoner but only those friendly indians who
would sue for peace and place them under guard at the fort 73 on
the ninth the expedition again failed to defeat the indians even
though they captured the log house during the night the indians fled frustrated by their failure to keep the hostiles
ho stiles surrounded until they surrendered companies were organized and ordered to trail the indians and if they shall come in and sue for
peace grant it to them if not pursue and slay them wherever they
can be found let it be with them extermination or peace 74
guided by these instructions one company of men followed a
party of indians to rock canyon where they shot several natives
and discovered that several indians like old elk had died from exposure and wounds while others had escaped on snowshoes over
the mountain another company of the legion went south of
utah lake where they killed some indians and took other prisoners still another company followed other indians onto the frozen
lake and shot some of them reconnaissance parties searched elsewhere in the utah valley but failed to find any more indians 75
while this fighting continued wells directed ebenezer hinkley barney ward and isaac brown to inform the manti colony
and an exploring party camped along the sevier river that the
saints were at war with the utah indians consequently they
should protect themselves from possible hostilities and search for
other routes to the salt lake valley
walkama
while at manti these three men also discussed with walkara
the war the saints were having with the indians of the utah valley when told the details of the fighting he expressed considbeen
erable excitement because a number of his friends had beenj
beena
walkama
killed by the cormons
mor mons 76 despite this loss of his friends walkara
mormons
cormons
Mormons he redid not seek revenge but remained loyal to the mormons
the utahs
portedly
port edly said let them fight it out all is wright
are bad they wont take counsil they have killed my son battee 1I
feel bad I1 want they should make me some presents of guns
blankets
reaffirming his loyalty he said 1 I want to have the
mormons stay here and plant
cormons
and do us good and we will be
wells to john brown 9 february 1850 legion correspondence
wells ro
to G D grant 9 february 1850 legion correspondence
sec howland to wells 9 february 1850 general orders
for details of this phase of the battle see
no 2 16 february 1850 special orders no 1 11 february 1850 special orders no 3 18 february 1850 legion correspondence
special orders no 2 dated 16 february 1850 sent these men ro
to manti and to the exploring
Mor
leys letter to wells dated 20 february told about walk
party camped along the sevier river morleys
morless
cormons
Mor mons fighting with the indians in the utah valley legion correspondaras reactions to the mormons
ence
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77 following this declaration
walkama sent two men
friends
walkara
arapenes
apenes tent
to Ar
to tell him to stay home and not go to
arapeles
teli all natives in the region round about to
teil
tell
fight and
to telll
belll
1178
78 brigham young was obstay at home and not go to fight 2178
viously pleased that the manti settlement had succeeded in keepcormons
walkara loyal to the mormons
Mor mons
ing walkama
cormons
walkama proved his devotion to the mormons
in a few days walkara
by asking president morley to lead him down into the waters of
baptism and by urging his clan to find where they could
wash away their sins after the baptismal ceremony walkara
walkama
bread stuff
requested young to give him a good lot of breadstuff
some
whiskey as
and a good quantity
it makes him feel good
of rice without fail in exchange for a good pony 79 in a few
weeks the crafty ute chief claiming that brigham young had
promised him a white wife requested a wife from among the
mormon women at manti 80 young granted his demands for food
but refused to honor his petition for a mormon wife and as for
the whiskey the mormon leader said it was

cormons do not drink it only as a mediand good mormons
cine and the council of our great chief to bro walker is not to
drink whiskey and pur
suade his people not to drink it and he will
persuade
pursuade
have more of the great spirit in his heart 81
not good

meanwhile at provo the nauvoo legion did not execute to
the letter general wells order either to force a peace settlement
or to exterminate the rebellious indians probably not more than
forty indians of the several hundred in the timpanoges
Timpa noges band who
lived in family clans in utah valley died from wounds and exposure or were killed outright in battle 82 some escaped across the
ice to disperse among the gosiutes
Gosi utes near tooele
thoele later to trouble
snow shoed over the mountains
the saints in that region others snowshoed
at the head of rock canyon and apparently reported their unhappy experiences to the weber utes led by little soldier the
present of these indians from utah valley subsequently contribcormons near ogden still
uted to the indian troubles of the mormons
other warriors and women and children were captured and taken
morley to wells 20 february 1850 legion correspondence
morley to young 20 february 1850 brigham young papers reel 44 box 20 folder 13
13
morley to young 15 march 1850 brigham young papers reel 44 box 20 folder 15
morley to young 13 april 1850
the first presidency to isaac morley 24 march 1850 brigham young papers
and ed salt lake city private printing
peter gottfredson indian depredations in utah 2nd
aht some eighty warriors
warnors were involved in the battle howard
warners
1969 p 35 gottfredson estimates tht
stansbury also estimated that forty warriors were killed and about forty prisoners were taken into
custody
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along with their livestock to salt lake city where they were cared
83
for by mormon pioneers for a short time 85
believing it was virtually impossible to track down those hos
tiles who had escaped mormon military leaders after consultation
with brigham young abandoned their plans to exterminate all
hostiles
ho stiles furthermore they ordered that the indian prisoners be released returned to their people and instructed to say that the
mormons would dwell in peace with them
cormons
beace their
theml if they ceace
depredations and refrain from stirring up the neighboring indians
to enmity with their statements to insure the continuance of
cormons proclaimed that the friendly indian black
peace the mormons
84 As an inhawk must be their chief and they must obey him 1184
du cement to end all fighting the mormon leaders promised to reducement
turn their ponies and again become their friends we do not
wish to continue the war with them but merely teach them to
do right in case the hostile indians who had escaped returned to
their homeland wells instructed bishop higbee and captain conover not only to make peace with them but also to ascertain
their true feelings toward us and be prepared to detect any hypoand do not trust them too far 85
crisy
in his evaluation of the war brigham young was frankly disappointed in the failure of the saints in provo to maintain peace
with the indians especially in contrast to the success of the settlers at manti he said he felt much chagrined at the conduct of
the settlers at fort utah therefore he directed wells to commission the local leaders to negotiate the final peace arrangements
because it was unfair for the church hierarchy to ask the indians
to promise to behave better than the saints did 86
brigham young tried to help heal the breach between the
mormon settlers and those indians who had survived the war by
brooks
362
562 stout says that wells returned from the campaign to the
2 362
rooks diary of hosea stout 2562
utah bringing some 26 women & children prisoners & 13 horses the women & children were dis
trl
tri buted among the people who were willing to take & educate and civilize them and the horses
are going to be given to some of the friendly indians the escape of the indians is described in
the nauvoo legion correspondence see wells letter dated 14 february 1850 wells to young 18
sec also the account in the lettfebruary 1850 conover and mcbride to wells 23 february 1850 see
1849 1858 microfilm
ers received by the office of indian affairs for the utah superintendency 18491858
copy brigham young university the office of indian affairs investigated the charge that the mor
mons were holding indian women and children in slavery when they had been taken during the
war to exterminate the utah indians for the details see edward cooper to A S Lan
langhenry
ghery 10
langhery
montgomery
gomery to commissioner of indian affairs 26 july 1850 and edseptember 1850 george E Mort
ward cooper to luke lea 10 july 1851 cooper concluded after talking with seven or eight witcormons had taken
nesses that the 50 to 100 war refugees were not held in slavery instead the mormons
them into
inro their homes and were caring for them the indians were free to return to their people
when they decided it would be the better choice
thds
thas technique was a common practice indian agents frequently gave presents to certain inthis
dians to make them powerful enough to become chiefs in this way they were able to intervene in
local indian politics
wells
welis to mcbride 23 february 1850 legion correspondence
weils
ilg
manuscript history of brigham young 1 may 1850
8113
8113rooks

116
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ordering that the final arrangements include the return of all
property and prisoners by the provo saints in march of 1850 all
prisoners and some horses were returned to chief black hawk
with the instructions that the property and the refugees were to
be returned to the owners and next of kin young also promised
black hawk that if he would come to a conference the remainder
of the horses would be returned wells said we want to show
the indians that we are their friends and not their enemies we
do not want their horses women or children 87 remembering
that giving food clothing etc had promoted successful relations
with the indians at winter quarters and at manti young declared that despite the limited provisions at provo the saints
would have to feed them more or less until they can raise grain
or provide for themselves and that we should set an example of
civilized men 88
war with the indians of the utah valley neither taught the
natives the lessons the saints intended nor reduced the cultural
barriers between them in the last of may 1850 two utes killed a
sanpete
pioneer in the mountains between utah valley and San
pete they
cormons
were tried convicted and executed by the mormons
Mormons early in the
fall of that same year the saints became infuriated when some
shoshone began taking crops and livestock they scolded the natives who retaliated by deliberately running their ponies through
the unharvested fields 90 the cultural conflict was evident because
the indians who gathered food from the fields felt crops were
public property until harvested for centuries they had been gathering food and did not consider it theft on the other hand the
saints considered the fields and crops private property as soon as
they cleared and planted them
tensions continued to rise in ogden when an indian was shot
in a corn patch and the natives demanded that the guilty person
be given to them believing the incident had been an accident
the saints refused to satisfy their code of ethics the indians took
revenge by raiding the village and killing a white man 91 general
wells sent companies from the nauvoo legion to settle the affair
however seeing this situation as different from the troubles in
the utah valley brigham young cautioned legion members to
be careful not to get into further difficulty with them if it is
wells to conover 21 march 1850 legion correspondence
manuscript history of brigham young 1I may 1850
dared 12 april 1850
ibid reported in fourth general epistle dated
lorin farr to brigham young 16 september 1850 brigham young papers reel 44 box 20
lonn
folder 13 see also C C canfield to daniel H wells 16 september 1850 and lorin
lonn farr to john
fullmer 17 september 1850 legion correspondence
farr to fullmer 17 september 1850
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but let them understand that they must
possible to avoid it
quit their stealing if they want to live in peace 92 leaders of the
nauvoo legion took this advice seriously in a few days the legion surrounded a band of indians near ogden took some hostages and then discussed their grievances with the indians soon
they reached an agreement which included the provision that the
band of utah indians who had migrated to the weber valley after the recent war in the utah valley would return to their homeland 93
peace was restored but it was not permanent during the
summer of 1851 some shoshone near ogden again began taking
livestock and crops the local saints responded quickly by surrounding a band charged with the theft during the powwow an
indian drew a knife and was shot the word soon spread and othmolestations
er natives intensified their mole
stations to avenge his death As a
result the settlers requested governor young send the nauvoo
legion to again stop the indian depredations 94 young sent a reprimand saying the snake indians had always been friendly to the
saints
may be some among them who will not listen but will steal

there

now what if they should does it become us to make a wanton attack upon the nation and take their property in retaliation
instead of exercising and giving heed to the wisdom which superior
intelligence should dictate95
dictate95

now that

how shall we
we have this problem young asked
heal the breach answering his own question he said of the indian horses taken during the recent confrontation
restore their
property and make ample satisfaction for killing one of their
tribe give them presents and explain how it happened tell them
you did not intend killing him and would not only to save your
96 finally young frankly stated
own lives 1196
do not the people all
know that it is cheaper by far yes hundreds and thousands of dollars cheaper to pay such losses than raise an expedition
to

fight indians
indianS 119797
meanwhile the mormon relations with the indians near
tooele
thoele became even more strained than those near ogden As
12wells
welis
weils
wells ro
to eldridge 18 september 1850 legion correspondence
wells ro
to eldridge 20 september 1850 legion correspondence
14nianuscript history of brigham young 10 july 1851
manuscript
young to lonn
lorin farr 11 july 1851 brigham young papers

ibid

tone of the letters brigham young wrote before june 1852 to luke lea the commissioner of indian affairs was essentially the same as the idea expressed in this quotation finally
on 8 june 1852 young again expressed this idea when he said in many of the settlements while
arc yet scarce it was and is a severe task to carry
in their infancy and while provisions and clothing are
out the uniform policy of this the utah superintendency that it is better and cheaper to feed and
ibid

the
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early as 1849 the indians near

thoele had begun taking livestock
tooele

this

practice continued intermittently for the next two years despite the efforts of the local residents to make a settlement with
the indians 98 finally in 1851 believing all peaceful overtures had
failed young directed general wells to send twenty men to
tooele
thoele where they were to chasten the guilty indians recover the
stolen property and make them understand that they must leave
off their depredations
depreciations 99 thirty indians were subsequently captured but most of them escaped before any peace agreement was
reached and livestock losses continued 100 exasperated by the situation wells sent a large company of men to track down the indians and if possible to let no hostile escape 101 but he warned
them to act on the defensive and not give the indians the opportunity
port unity to commit depredations he cautioned them saying
if we pursue the

same course that people generally do against the
indians we may expect to expend more time and money in running
after indians than all the loss sustained by them
the frontier
settlements will have to learn to obey counsil and guard with vigiland try to deal wisely with the indians who
ance and build forts
have been raised to stealing and moreover are poor ignorant and
cle
cie
degraded w
graded
2

REMOVAL REQUESTED

plagued by many indian difficulties near mormon settlements
brigham young like many other frontiersmen believed one good
solution to these indian troubles was to remove the natives
away from most of the white settlers in making this proposal to
congress he asked do we wish the indian any evil then he
answered
no we would do them good for they are human
beings though most awfully degraded thinking of his own exces in trying to alter the indians way of life young deperien
periences
we would have taught them to plow & sow and reap
clared
and thresh but they prefer idleness and theft for the good of
the indians for the prosperity of civilization and for the safety of
the mail routes he argued that congress should remove the in
thousands of dollars worth of means both public and private have been expended annually in this territory in pursuance of this policy and with the exception of a few expeditions which were obliged to be made to suppress indian hostilities when un-

clothe the indians than to fight them

fortunately the above indicated peaceful policy failed to accomplish its generally successfully and
always desirable results
see the entries in the manuscript history of brigham young for those reported mormon troubles with the indians during this two year span of time
ibid reports in the manuscript history for the first six months of 1851 show an increase of
dared 12 febindian troubles at tooele
thoele this quotation comes from wells orders to G D grant dated
ruary 1851 legion correspondence
bangham
brigham
manuscript history of bngham

young 14 june 1851
wells to grant 13 june 1851 legion correspondence
111wells
wells and ferguson to grant 14 june 1851 legion correspondence
weils
welis

1

111
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deans
dians from the interior of the

great basin to

region near the
wind river mountains or on the snake river where there are
fish and game or on the eastern slope of the sierra nevada between the northern and southern route to california where no
white man lives and forests and streams are plenty 103
after removal he argued that congress should not simply
leave them to fend for themselves but should send them teachers
farmers and missionaries to teach them agriculture science and
religion finally young concluded that the indians would improve faster being thus removed from their hunting grounds
knowing as many of them now do the value of bread than they
would be instructed in this region where they have been accustomed to hunt and long remembered exploits would be brought
to mind by daily observation 104 this plea to remove the indians
from the territory was not the last one brigham young made for
cormons continued their request that the governhe and other mormons
ment extinguish the indians rights to the soil and remove them
05
to some other territory 105
the request was finally granted in 1868
as the government created a reservation for many utah indians 106
between 1835 and 1851 brigham young certainly experienced
a great variety of association with many different native american
tribes while he had lived in ohio missouri and illinois had led
the epic mormon exodus and finally had colonized the great basin during this formative period brigham young the mormon
prophet colonist and governor preached sermons to the indians
performed sacred religious rites for them smoked their peace
pipes negotiated agreements with them for settling on their land
bartered guns ammunition and food in exchange for their children furs hides and horses gave them tobacco food and clothing to alleviate their suffering and established colonies to aid
them in making a transformation of their hunting fishing and
food gathering habits to a more reliable agricultural economy patterned after the mormon life
lifestyle
style but he also found it necessary
to engage in open conflict with those indians in the basin when
it seemed that peaceful means had failed to settle mormon differences with them
these experiences along with his belief in mormon scripture
and his observations of how other americans had dealt with in
a

young to john M bernhisel 20 november 1850 brigham young papers excerpts from the
letter may also be seen in the manuscript history of brigham young
manuscript history of brigham young
ibid
some
isome of brigham youngs correspondence
other public officials and with utahs delegates
treaties with the indians which would extinguish
I

with the commissioners of indian affairs with
in congress asks that government officials make
indians rights to the land
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deans influenced brigham young to forumulate what he thought
dians
was a workable and practical philosophy of indian relations he
said

if

we can secure the good will of the indians by conferring favors
upon them we not only secure peace for the time being but gradually bring them to depend upon us until they eventually will not be
able to perceive how they can get along without us

he further

stated that he wished the natives would

become perfectly dependent
and clothing whereas if we
begets an independent and
would prove determintal to

and be obliged to come to us for food
drive them to take care of themselves it
self reliance among them which
us as a people 107

this

bored insored
men t spon
philosophy in the absence of govern
sponsored
government
dian reservations guided brigham youngs relations with the indians during the remainder of his life as he colonized several hundred settlements in utah idaho wyoming nevada california
influenced
arizona and new mexico likewise this philosophy infuenced
even his less direct associations with the indians during mormon
conflicts with the mountain men indian agents government officials for indian affairs in washington non mormon immigrants
passing through the great basin as the mountain meadows massacre exemplifies non mormon territorial officials and the army
which came to utah to suppress the alleged mormon rebellion
even after brigham youngs death this great colonizers views on
indian relations continued to have an impact on mormon indian
affairs for decades to come

bangham youngs papers although not dated
bngham
these quotations come from a scrap of paper in brigham
they succinctly express brigham youngs philosophy of indian relations
to
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